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Abstract. We study the diamagnetic surface currents of particles in thermal
equilibrium submitted to a constant magnetic field. The current density of
independent electrons with Boltzmann (respectively Fermi) statistics has a
gaussian (respectively exponential) bound for its fall off into the bulk. For a
system of interacting particles at low activity with Boltzmann statistics, the
current density is localized near to the boundary and integrable when the two!
body potential decays as |x|~α, α>4, in three dimensions. In all cases, the
integral of the current density is independent of the nature of the confining wall
and correctly related to the bulk magnetisation. The results hold for hard and
soft walls and all field strength. The analysis relies on the Feynman!Kac!Ito
representation of the Gibbs state and on specific properties of the Brownian
bridge process.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the diamagnetism of a system of charges at thermal equilibrium
is a purely quantum mechanical effect. The magnetisation of a body subjected to an
uniform magnetic field arises from induced currents localised at its surface.
Classically, one argues that these currents should be exactly compensated by the
cyclotronic motion of the particles in the bulk [1] and there is no diamagnetism in
agreement with van Leuwen's theorem [2]. For quantum mechanical charges, this
compensation is not perfect and there is a resulting current density near the
boundaries which depends on the nature of the walls enclosing the system.
However, the corresponding total magnetisation, a thermodynamical quantity, is
independent of boundary effects.

In [3], the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the susceptibility of a system
of non!interacting electrons (the Landau susceptibility) is rigorously established for
all temperatures and densities. Moreover, the susceptibility is independent of the
boundaries for a class of parallelepipeds with Dirichlet conditions, but its relation to
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the surface current is not studied there. In [4], the surface currents for hard and soft
walls are calculated in the framework of linear response theory, and shown to have
the correct relation to the Landau susceptibility; the analysis is however limited to
weak fields. Strong fields are treated in [5], but in a nearly classical approximation.

The purpose of this work is to provide a general and non!perturbative treatment
of surface currents in a system of free and interacting particles for soft and hard
walls.

Our analysis relies on the Feynman!Kac!Ito representation of the Gibbs state of
a particle in an external magnetic field. In Sect. II we briefly recall the formalism as
well as some known properties of the Brownian bridge. We also give a proof of the
thermodynamic limit of the pressure and of the magnetisation in this setting: the
limit is independent of the nature of the boundaries. In Sect. Ill, we study the surface
current of free electrons in a semi!infinite system bounded by a plane wall. This
current is localised near to the wall and we obtain a gaussian bound for its fall off
into the bulk. The integral of the current density is shown to be independent of the
boundaries and to be correctly given by the derivative of the pressure with respect to
the external field. The proof of these facts involves some specific and remarkable
properties of the Brownian bridge. We first carry the analysis with Boltzmann
statistics where the relevant mechanisms in the functional integrals are most easily
displayed, and give the necessary modifications for Fermi statistics.

The case of a dilute system of interacting particles with a short range (i.e.
integrable) potential is treated in Sect. IV. The Ginibre representation of the
reduced density matrix [6] in conjunction with a combinatorial identity for the
Mayer factor found in [7] enables us to estimate the low activity expansion of the
current. Here we use Boltzmann statistics. If the potential has a finite range (or an
exponential fall off) the decay of the current density in the bulk is faster than any
inverse power. If the potential behaves as an inverse power |x|~α, α> 3, the current
density still vanishes far away from the wall, and is integrable when α > 4. In the
latter case, its relation to the magnetisation is recovered.

The Ginibre representation in the case of Fermi statistics is not so manageable.
For this reason we are not able to treat the case of interacting Fermions. However
we can prove similar results for a system of Fermions with impurities (random
external potentials). The technique for these is the same as for the above cases and
we do not give these results here.

II. The Feynman!Kac!Ito Representation

We consider a quantum particle of charge e and mass m confined by a potential
F(r). It is subjected to a constant magnetic field B in the z direction and has the
hamiltonian

e 2

p—A(r) +F(r) (2.1)
c

( B B \
~ — y, — x, 0 J being given in

^ _ , /
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Since the cyclotronic motion occurs in the (x, y) plane, we shall treat the system
in two dimensions. The contribution of the degree of freedom in the z!direction can
be trivially added to the thermodynamic quantities. We set h = c = 1 and work with a
unit mass m — 1 and charge e=l. The two dimensional hamiltonian is

#κ = ̂ M2 + KR(r)=^|p|2!B r Λ P + ~|r|2 + FR(r) , (2.2)

/ B B \
where v = ( px + — y, py — — x 1 is the velocity operator.

The confining potential for smooth walls is chosen to be rotationally invariant and
of the form

VR(r) = !(r"R) , r = |r| , (2.3)

where #(x) is a C1 !function on IR with

(24)

for X^XQ , $>0 .

We denote inf #(x) by— #%9 0^00<oo.
X

The hard wall is defined by supplementing |p|2 = — A by Dirichlet boundary
conditions at r — R. The hard wall case will formally correspond to # (x) — oo , x > 0.
Equation (2.2) defines a self!adjoint operator on a suitable domain. Moreover, the
kernel of the statistical operator exp { ! &HR) has a path!integral representation, the
Feynman!Kac!Ito formula [8, Theorem 15.5, p. 163]. Using the notation of [8], this
kernel is given by

, (2.5)

& &
F(') = ! / J A(ω(,s)) d'"\ds VR('(s))

o o

B & &

= "i " " j ω(y) Λ d' ! j ds VR('(s)) . (2.6)
2 o o

dµor r& is the conditional Wiener measure for two dimensional Brownian paths co(s)
starting from r at s — 0 and ending in r at s = &. The stochastic integral in (2.6) is to be
understood in the Ito sense.

It is convenient to introduce the Brownian bridge process α(s), O^srgl ,
α(0) = α(l) = 0, with co variance

E(αί(j)αJ'(0) = ί^ααί( s)αJ'W = δyC(j,0 , ij = x,y , (2.7)

with C(s,t) = C(t,s) and C(s,i) = s(\ —t) for O^ s g f ϊ g l . The ' and α process are
related by

(2.8)
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and

(r|exp(— &HR)\r) = exp( ) f DαexpG(α;r,r) , (2.9)
2πp \ 2& J

with

J.

With (2.8) we can work out the expression (2.6) in terms of α. Using j dα = 0 and
1 1 0

J dz= — J x(s}ds (an application of Ito's lemma), we get
0 0

B
α; r, r) = / — (r Λ f) + i]//?B (r !r) Λ f α

The hard wall system is also given by (2.9) and (2.10) with the integration in (2.9)
restricted to the domain

A (r r =ία
( O^s^l

and VR = 0 in (2.10).
The pressure and density of a system of independent particles with activity 2 and

Boltzmann statistics are

^_ ! _„_ ! .

The corresponding average magnetisation is given by

_(pR_
~ ~ 2 ' \oB )R

with m = j Γ Λ v . The magnetisation at constant density Q = QR is obtained by
substituting z = z(K) from (2.12) in (2.13).

The following proposition shows that the thermodynamic limit of the pressure
and of the magnetisation is independent of the confining potential if the effective
area of the region is taken to be )R2. The proof is given in Appendix A.

Proposition 1. For the soft wall (2.4) or the Dirichlet hard wall,

(2.14)

lim mR = m = . (2.15)
"!.OO 00
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In fact, p is given by the functional integral

p = ~ J5α , (2.16)

with

5α!_l_ex [i&*.\*(s)*d*\D* ( 2 1 1 }α ~2^ e X P L^2 ' l α W Λ αj

For latter use, it will be convenient to represent the pressure as a functional integral
involving a one dimensional Brownian bridge. This can be done with the help of the
formula [8, Chap. V, p. 169]

/ 1 \ Γ &2&2 +1 2 +1 \2Mί DttyQX,\ i&B f ocx(s)day } = exp\ — ( f u.-2(s)ds — [ (u.x(s)ds .
V o J L 2 \o Vo / yj

(2.18)

Introducing (2.18) in (2.16) gives (using J <xy(s)dax= "] $x(s)d(*y}

P = 2)& 2

Γ β.5 1 Ί
J Z>α*£>αyexp / !̂ f (α*(s)dαy!αy(,s)</αx)

2)&2 j^αexpl ! ί j α 2 ( j ) ώ ! ( f α(j)ώ) ) | , (2.19)

where here α denotes the one dimensional Brownian bridge.
Note that p is not convex as a function of B. Therefore, we cannot deduce

immediately, using the convergence of derivatives of sequences of convex functions,
dpR dp

that mR=—" converges to — .
OB CD

III. The Surface Current in a Semi!Infinite System

By a semi!infinite system, we mean one in which the particles are practically
confined to the half space of positive x by a potential independent of y and which
increases rapidly for negative x. More precisely, the hamiltonian of the semi!infinite
system is defined by

H*'{' = %\v2 + U(x) , (3.1)

where U(x) = #(—x), # as in (2.4), and the corresponding one point function

)|f) (3.2)

is given by the functional integral (2.9) with KΛ(r) replaced by U(x) in (2.10).
Because of translation invariance in the y direction, the current density depends
only on x. Moreover, the hamiltonian (3.1) is invariant under the time reversal
followed by the space inversion of the y coordinate. Under this transformation, the
x component of the current density changes its sign, and thus vanishes. Hence, the
current density j ( x ) is parallel to the wall, and one finds from (3.2) and (2.9) that it is
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given by the functional integral

exp I "&\dsU(x + ]/&o?(s))] . (3.3)

The representation (3.3) allows us to estimate the current as a function of the
distance to the wall and to relate it to the thermodynamical magnetisation den!
sity m. Propositions 2 and 3 below show that j(x) is localised near to the wall.
Moreover, its integral is independent of the nature of the wall and has the correct
relation to the infinite volume magnetisation.

We note that a similar result to Proposition 2 and its generalizations to non!
interacting Fermions and to interacting systems given later can be obtained for
particles confined to a circular region with more restrictions on the confining
potentials.

The bounds on the decay rate are independent of the radius of the region.

Proposition 2. For the soft wall (2.4) or the hard wall with Dirichlet conditions, there
are constants C+9C2,C3, and C4 independent of & and B such that

Mexp(!C4/?x2) . (3.4)

In the case of a hard wall, #G = C3=0.

Proposition 3.

"+f dxj(x) = m , (3.5)
! oo

where m is given in Proposition I.

For the proof of Proposition 2, we need the following lemma (see Appendix B).

Lemma 1. If a is a one dimensional Brownian bridge on [0, 1 ], then there exists for each
n constants A and C such that

J sup \a(s)\n^AQXp("Cx2) . (3.6)
sup|αO)|;>;t s

Proof of Proposition 2. We split the current density in two contributions
j(x)=j1(x)+j2(x), where the integral (3.3) is on the set

for 7i(x) and on the complementary set for j2(x). For x^Q,j.(x) represents the
bulk part of the current. Indeed, if α belongs to Ax(x) for t^O, one has
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^ ^ O , and therefore

(3.7)

does not depend on the confining potential U(x). Obviously j^x) vanishes be!
cause of the invariance of 5α under the change α!> — α. For .x<0, one has

x^~ , and this implies by (2.4) that for xrg — 2x0,

The non!trivial part of the quantum mechanical current is the quantity j2(x) which
involves the large fluctuations of the Brownian bridge. It follows from Lemma 1
that it has the gaussian bound

\j2(x)\^z "——= j Da* sup \ax(s)\^——j=e&<t>I/expl — C~"
sup / π « ω i * 2 ^^

The combination of (3.8) and (3.9) gives the result of Proposition 2.
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 3. We note from the formula (2.19) that

Γ 9 (\ \G(α) = f α 2 ^)*!fα(φb . (3.11)
o Vo /

On the other hand, writing the current (3.3) in terms of a one dimensional Brownian
bridge α with the help of (2.18) gives

zB , Λ \ (&2B2 \
j(x)=^"^ j / ) α n u ( s ) d s exp! !— G(α) AΓ(α x) , (3.12)

2π|/^J Vo / V 2 /

/ i \
(3.13)

We have to show that the Λ: integral of (3.12) is identical to (3.10). For this we use the
following property of the Brownian bridge (proof in Appendix B).

Lemma 2. For any s, u e [0,1 ], define y(s) — oφ + 0) — α(w), where v — v [mod 1 ].
/or any fixed UE [0,1], 7 w equivalent in probability to α.
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^
Since $f(s + u)ds = \f(s)ds, we[0,1] one verifies easily that G(1) = G(a+) and

o o
y ; x ) = K((x;x~yr&a(u)\ Applying the lemma to the integral (3.12) gives then

(3.14)

j ( x ) being independent of w, we integrate both members of (3.14) on w e [0,1],

2π|/J8 V 2 / o o
(3.15)

= ! P J Dvexp" G(x) du
2π |/jS V z o o

(3.16)

The subtraction of ^(α, x) obviously does not contribute to the integral, since

]du]ds(a(s)"u(u)) = 0 . (3.17)
0 0

It follows from the properties of # that

K(^\x) = K(^x"1&2L(u)} = \ (3.18)

for x^a = 2y^ sup |α(s)|
and

|AT(a;x)|^exp[!K:Cx + a)2] , |^(a;x!|/^a(w))|gexp [!/c(x + a)2]
(3!19)

for x< !a!^o .

This implies that [K(oc;x — j//? α(w)) —K(a; x)] is integrable on x and that there exist
constants A and 5 independent of α such that

J dx\K(a.x"yr&#))""K(a',x)\^A+Bsup \<-(s)\ . (3.20)

In view of this we are allowed to interchange the dx and the Dα integrals when we
+ 00

calculate J dxj(x) from (3.16). We have with (3.18), (3.19) and b large enough

(b>a) ~°°

! oo ! oo ~ oo

b"]/<t(u)

= J ΛcAΓ(α;Λ:)=!l/^α(«) . (3.21)
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Thus
+ 0° zB + &2 B2 \ 1 1

! j dxj(x) = —!J/)αexp !ί!— G(α) J Jw J ώ(α(j) !α(κ))α(κ) ,
!oo Z7C V Z / 0 0

which is identical to (3.10). This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Let us indicate still another representation for m

zB ( &2B2 \ /1 \2

m = _ jDαexp !^_G(α) f φ)ώ . (3.22)
zπ \ 2 / \0 /

In view of the lemma, we can replace α(s) by y(s) in the integrand of (3.22), and
integrate on w e [0,1]. The equality

1 / 1 \2 1 /I

ldu{\ y(s)ds = J α2(s)Λ! J <*(s)ds
0 \0 / 0 \0

shows that (3.22) is identical to (3.10).

Infinite Strip

The current density of a system of particles in an infinite strip in the j!direction is
given by the formula (3.3), where the potential U(x) is now confining both for x > 0
and x < 0,

U(x)^$x2 , \x\^x0 . (3.23)

To calculate the total current in the strip, we proceed as in Proposition 3, and
integrate (3.15) on x. Since now K(u x) is integrable at x = oo and x = — oo, we can
exchange the dx and the Da integrals in (3.15),

+ 00 zr> / O2 3>2 \ 1 1 +00

j dxj(x)= "{Ztoexp !^!—G(α)} $ du $ ds(a(s)"#)) f dxK(a\x) ,
!oo 2πJ/β \ 2 / o o !oo

(3.24)

which vanishes because of (3.17). This means that the currents flowing along the left
and right walls always compensate exactly independently of the shape of U(x).

Fermi Statistics

For systems of non!interacting fermions we can obtain analogous results for low
activity since the Fermi quantities can be expanded in power series in z with the
corresponding Boltzmann quantities at inverse temperature n& as the coefficient of
(—z)". In the rest of this section the Fermi!quantities will be labelled by F. For
Q^z<e~&#o, we set

GO / _ 7\n " 1

/>£=! ~JL" A" P > . (3!25)
w = l n

mF

R=4 (!zy!'wfc" , (3.26)
n = l

/(*)= Σ (!z)"'V("wW (3.27)
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We can now apply Propositions 1, 2, 3 term by term to obtain exactly the same
results as in these propositions except for the statement in Proposition 2 which now
becomes

C ( °° !r — ) Irl Ze~&c4-
2

[JF(X)\5\B\ ±= I £ (ze» 1e 2 "<j + |5|C3 ̂  , _^_^4,f . (3.28)

The decay of the first term is no longer Gaussian but we can obtain for it an
A ( x \

exponential bound of the form \B\ —^ exp ~A2 ~3= I, where the constants A\ and

/42 depend on the combination zexp&#Q. This rate of decay for non!zero
temperature should be contrasted with the asymptotic form for the groundstate
obtained in [4] in the framework of linear response. The latter has an envelope
which decays like c"1.

Finally, we note that by the Schwartz inequality G(X)>0, and therefore by
(3.10) for Boltzmann statistics, m has the opposite sign to B [see also (3.22)]. We
emphasize that this is only true for Boltzmann statistics since it is well known that
for fermions, we have the De Haas!Van Alphen oscillations in the magnetization as
a function of B [1].

IV. Interacting Particles

(a) General Setting. In this section, we study the diamagnetic current of a dilute
system of interacting particles in three dimensions with a translation and rotation
invariant stable pair potential w(r),

n

£ wfa"r^"bn , 0^6<oo . (4.1)
i<j

We assume the following regularity conditions : w(r) is differentiable with uniformly
bounded derivatives

|FXr)|^M , (4.2)
and

H|!=f Λ>(r)|<oo , l l P w H ^ f Λ |Pw(r)|<oo . (4.3)

We consider only the Maxwell Boltzmann statistics and use the Ginibre functional
integral representation of equilibrium density matrices [6], written in terms of the
Brownian bridge,

((r)Λ |exp(!]8fΓ)|(f)II)=Π

! J /)(«)„ Π 6xpG(*j , 3 J 9 7 j )
j = ι

n 1

~& 4 +dsw[(l"s)(ri~rj) + s(8+"rj)
O

(4.4)
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where G is as in (2.10) and D(ct)n is the measure for n independent three dimensional
Brownian bridges.

The Mayer expansion of the grand canonical quantities involve the Mayer
factors in the form

M((r)ns(r)n;(α)II)= £ Π \ !1 +exp( "& ] dsw[(l !^fc!r,.)
ye9n (ij)ey ( V 0

9n being the set of connected graphs on (1,2,... 77), and (z,y) runs on all bonds in y.
The Mayer expansions of the grand canonical pressure and magnetisation

density yields in the thermodynamic limit the series

&p=4P*> (4 6)

00

m= 4 mn , (4.7)
n = 1

n

m.^frfίr).!, f/>(«)/Σ ^ ί«^)Λ^V(° (Γλ.!ι:(«)») ' <4 9)

where

(r) Λ _ 1 =(r 2 , . . . ,r n ) ,

5(α)n = βαi...Dαn ,
1 + B l \ ^ '®* =τy^w2 e χ p ι^y ίΦ)Λώ /)« ,

\:71P) \ L o /

and

M((r)w (α)n) = M((r)Λ, (r)Λ («)Λ)|(r)π = (;)n ! (4.11)

The thermodynamic limit is proven for each term of the series (4.6) and (4.7) by
the same method as in Appendix A. Then the convergence of the series for
&\\w\\i(2)&93/2e&b + 1\z\<l follows from an application of the identity (4.23)
below. We do not give the details since a similar application will be presented for the
current density.

(b) The Semi"Infinite System. We are interested in the current in the semi!infinite
system with the wall potential U(x) — #(—x) as in Sect. III. Here we assume for
simplicity that #(x) is positive and monotonically increasing. The corresponding
hamiltonian is

H= Σ (\ ^f+tWl+Σ w(ri"^ (4 12)
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The one point reduced density matrix of this semi!infinite system has the Mayer
expansion

oo

ρ(r1,?1)= Σ QnbitTt) , (4.13)

[ n / 1 V]

Π expί!β f Λ £7(jcj + l/j? α?(ί)i ^(Γι. ?ι, (r)π =

.
where G is given by (2.10) with VR(r) replaced by £/(x) and

M(Γl , ?! , (!•)„ _ ! («)„) = M((r)π , (f )„ (α)n)|(r)n . , = Λπ . ,

By symmetry reasons, the only non!vanishing component of the current is along
the y direction

j(xl) = vy;(r+ , f !)|Γ1 =?1 = ί ! / ! !! y Xi \;(rl9 f !)|rι =?, . (4. 1 5)

Its Mayer expansion has the form

(4.17)

.!! J5(α)B Π K(t?} ;x}) ̂  M(r,,r,,(r)n^ ;(α)n)|r,=?1 ,72 — I J ! j = ! c'.y i
(4.18)

Π

where T^(α x) is as in (3.13). It is useful to remark that the factor J~J K(QI*;XJ)
n j = l

can be replaced by Π K(a*;Xj)"l in the formulas (4.17) and (4.18).

The factor Π ^(α? J ! ĵ) contains the effects of the wall. If it is replaced by 1, we
j=.

obtain formally the "bulk current"

o

Γj
L

(4.19)

r1,^ . (4.20)
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Both quantities are equal to zero. The bracket [...] in (4.19) is independent of r+

because of the translational invariance of M((r)M (α)w) moreover it is an even
function of o^ , since M( — (r)Λ — (<x)w) = M((3)n (α)J. Thus the integrand in (4. 1 9) is
an odd function of a^ , and the integral vanishes.

By inspection of (4.5), and because of the same invariance properties of M, the
quantity

is an even function of (y± — j~ι), therefore the y+ derivative at yi =y{ vanishes.
It will be clear from the estimates in paragraph (d) that the above expressions are

well defined and the low activity expansions converge for z small enough when the
potential satisfies the conditions (4.1) to (4.3).

(c) The Main Propositions. The main tool to handle the low activity series is given
by the following remarkable identity [7] : Let V^ ij= 1,2, ...,«, satisfy the stability
condition

Σ V.& "bn , (4.21)
i<j

and define

(4.22)

To each connected tree graph T on 1,2,... ,n is associated a probability measure
dP3(<) so that

Σ Π {exp(!^y)~1} = Σ Π (~Vij) ί dP3(<)Qxp("Vn(<)) . (4.23)
1e9n ( + j ) e y T (ij)eT

The measure dP3(<] is supported on σ such that Vn(<) still satisfies the stability
inequality

Fn(σ)^ "bn . (4.24)

With the help of (4.23), we can show that the current density remains localized
in the neighborhood of the wall at sufficiently low activity, and its integral gives
the thermodynamic magnetisation (4.7). This is the content of the next two
propositions.

Proposition 4. (i) The series (4.16) are absolutely convergent if

&m^(\\\v\^\Vw\l)"^="^\z\<\ . (4.25)
(2)&) l

(ii) Moreover, if w(r) and Pw(r) are %( ~—! 1, v^3, £>0, then there exists
( > 0 such that ^'Γ' /

In particular ifv^4 the total current j dx^j(x^) is finite.
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(iii) Ifw(3) has compact support, one finds a faster decay

l7(x1)|^C3exP(!C4|^1|
2/3) . (4.27)

Proposition 5. If (4.25) holds and v^4, one has

+ 00

m = ! f dxj(x) . (4.28)
— oo

(d) Proof of Proposition 4. The proof of Proposition 4 relies on the application of
the identity (4.23) to (4.17) and (4.18). We treat in detail the term (4.17) and will give
later the necessary modifications to handle (4.18).

(α) Bounds on the Mayer Factors. We first define

i
vP(r,r;α) = ίώw((l!5)r + 5f + ]/^α(ί)) , (4.29)

o

and apply the formula (4.23) to (4.5) with

yij = &w(ri"rj,7+"7j;z+""*j)=Vj+ . (4.30)

Since the potential w is stable, it is clear that Ffj defined by (4.30) satisfies also the
stability condition (4.21).

It follows from (4.24) that

|M((r)π; («)B)| ̂ jS"!1^"^ Π hv(rf!r,;«,!«,)! , (4.31)
T ( + j ) e T

where

i
w(3i*) = w ( 3 , 3 . x ) = $dsw(3 + ]/&x(s)) . (4.32)

o

Notice that we have obviously

f Λ |w(r;«)|£|H|ι (4 33)

The derivative of the Mayer factor occurring in (4.18) yields two terms

Λ / Λ \

— M((r)n, (r)n (α)B) = £ Π (! Vl}) J dP3(<) i " — VH(<) )exp (! Fπ(σ))
°y. T (ij)e3 \ oy^ ]

(4.34)

(4.35)

The structure (4.22) of KΛ(σ) shows that

(4.36)
J Φ 1
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The assumption (4.2) that the pair potential has a bounded derivative in conjunc!
tion with the definitions (4,29), (4.30) implies that

d
ds(\ !

and therefore
d

dyi

Using (4.38) and (4.24) we find that

!^M((r)n,(f)n;(a)n)

<nM .

(4.37)

(4.38)

Π

Π
(r)n = (

(4.39)

. (4.40)

(&) Estimate of the Decay ofj^\x+}. According to the remark below (4.18), we can
n

replace in (4.17) Π K(<tf,Xj) by

Using the bound (4.31) on the Mayer factor, one finds

B ( ze&b Y

with

(4.41)

Π i ! /_. _. . „ ^ \ ι
\W I Γ; — Γ . OC; — flt )I V I J ' l J / l '

U) e Γ

(4.42)

Notice that in the integral /n,r(^i) we can always relabel the dummy integration
variables (r)π, (α)π, in such a way that the tree Γis ordered with root 1. The ordered
tree has (« —1) bonds denoted by ( j < i ) , i = 2,3,... ,n. To each point fcφl in Γ, we
associate the branch going from 1 to k with |£k| points

7? \ \ K K \f ' 1 <"" i' <^ <^ j<^ <^ î  I ll — \ I* (A. ! ^^
!*^fc — ί ! * 5 ' ^ 2 ' ' f * ? / — 1 ? ? 2 ' * ' / — 1 J ' k — / j i ' \" ' J )

A successive change of variable in (4.42) (starting from the maximal points in the
tree) leads to

ι />«), sup α
s

n

• Π ^(Γf αi!αj)! .

Π

(4.44)
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When x1 is positive, we use the identity

Π *,!! =(*ι!l) Π #;+...+(*„!!!1)^ + 0^!1) . (4.45)
7=1 J=2

With \K(r,<x,\<l and (4.33), I H + T is estimated as follows:

Π
U < i ) e Γ

^Σ Hlr|Bk'4(*ι) (4.46)
fc = l

(4.47)

An upper bound on the decay of /n,τC*ι) can be obtained from Lemma 3 which is
proved in Appendix C.

Lemma 3.

r / ^2\ °o

Γr!4^ (4.48)

/)2X?) , *ι<0 (4.49)

The constants C1,...9D19... do not depend on n and || w || ! .

(7) Proof of the Proposition for j(+\x)

(i) By (4.41) and the fact there are nn~2 tree graphs with n points, we have

4« (4.50)
with

and for xt < 0,

/)^) . (4.51)

Using Stirling's formula, it is clear that the series (4.17) converges uniformly with
respect to x± provided that

zea<l . (4.52)
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00

(ii) To estimate the x± dependence of y(1)(x1)= Σ Jn1}(xi)> we split this sum in
n = 0

two parts

Σ^1)(^ι)= Σ J'P(x.)+ Σ Λi) (4 53)
" n<x\ n>x\

for some y, 0 < y < 1 .
By (4.50) the first part of the sum (4.53) is majorized by the sum of two terms

which are

Z)xf(1"y))) (4.54)
and

01 j A|w(r) | l . (4.55)

Sr|>i*}!v '

The second part of the sum is less than

n>xl

Under the assumption on the decay of the potential one has

(4.57)

with ( = 6— 1(v + 6— 3).
Choosing 0 < y < 1 such that ( > 0, the estimates (4.54), (4.55), (4.56) lead to the

bound (4.26) for 7(1)(xι), X. > 0. It follows from (4.51) that the bound is gaussian
when x+ < 0.

(iii) If w(r) has compact support, the term (4.55) does not contribute for x± large
enough, and the optimal choice of y in (4.54) and (4.56) is y — 2/3.

(() Proof of the Proposition for j(2\X.). The treatment of j(2)(x.) is essentially the
same as that of 7(1)(^ι);/2)(^ι) is estimated by the sum of two terms coming from
(4.39) and (4.40). Comparing with (4.31), it is obvious that the contribution (4.39)
can be treated exactly as y'(1)(xι).

By the Leibnitz rule of derivation, the bracket in (4.40) is the sum of at most
(n — 1) products where one of the w has been replaced by its derivative

dy
(4.58)

Therefore, these products are of the form

Π H^!r α !α,) , (4.59)
("j) e T

where one of the w(ij) is given by (4.58) and the others are equal to w.
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One has to estimate (77 — 1) quantities of the type (4.42) with a product

Π Wwfa"3ji*iW"*jW) .
( i j )eT

One sees that all the estimates can be performed in the same way provided that || w || x
is replaced by max(| |w| | 1 , | |Fw| |ι).

oo

(e) Proof of Proposition 5. It follows from the proof of Proposition 4 that ]Γ \jn(x)\
is integrable. So we get by dominated convergence that n = i

J dxJ(Xl)=4 J dxjn(xj , (4.60)
! oo n = 1 ! oo

and thus it is sufficient to establish the equality (4.28) term by term.
We first transform the expression (4.9) of mn by using the integration by parts

formula of Gaussian measures [9],

j Z>α<φ)F(α) = f dt f DxC(s, /) ^— F(a) . (4.61)
0 0<X,(t)

Here α is the one dimensional brownian bridge with covariance C(s, t) given in (2.7).
Since M(r)n (α)n) is a symmetric function, mn can be written in the form

:f(Orfαί) ί d(3\^ J £(«)„_! M((r)π («)„) . (4.62)
0 /

Performing now the integration by part with respect to the one dimensional
brownian bridge α^, we get two contributions

(4.63)

a, = _ &Bzn ~ dax(t}C(s t) M((r)
(n!1)! " α ^ 5 ^

(4 64>

λ(r)π!ι ;(«)„)] (4.65)

We will show that
+ CO

ί dxJ(1\X+)="m^ , (4.66)
— GO

f dxj(2\x1)= "m(2} . (4.67)
— GO

We prove the first equality (4.66).
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For this, we apply Lemma 2 to (4.17),

n

Π

Π Jf(αJ;xι+^! |/j8oef(w)) .
J = 2

(4.68)

The expression (4.68) results from the change of integration variables 3j^3j + 3+

+ y& (O, (M) — α1(w))for7 = 2, ... , wand from the translation invariance of the Mayer
factor (4.11). We can now proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3. After
having integrated (4.68) on w, we can subtract the same quantity with 1/jS αf(w) set
equal to zero in the arguments of the K as in (3.16). Exchanging the order of
integration, the x1 integral of this difference for fixed ((x)n". '•> (α*)n) gives the same
result as (3.21). Therefore, we get

J d(r\",. ί b(*\G(aftM#,(3)n". ,(<t)n) , (4.69)

where G(αf) is defined as in (3.11).
One easily checks that

G(α) = J da(s) j da(t)C(s, t) , (4.70)

and this shows that (4.69) and (4.64) are identical (up to the sign).
We now establish (4.67). We first give the two following useful identies which are

easily derived from the expression (4.5) of the Mayer factor

Λ 1 C

— M(Γl, ?!,(!•)„!! ;(α)π)|rι=?1 = ί ds(\ "s) ̂  M(r)π;(α)n) ,

(4.71)

M((r)n («)„) = j ds ̂ ~ M((3)n («)„) . (4.72)
oy L o ^αι W

One deduces from (4.72) and the translation invariance of M((r)M, (α)π) that

ί ds ITΓ^ ί rfωΛ!ιM(r)Λ;(α)Λ) = 0 . (4.73)
o ^αι W
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We now apply Lemma 2 to (4.18) setting y(s) = u(s + u) — α(w). Using (4.71) we get

ί ^Γ)»!ι ί β(*)«
1/J8 («!!)!

• } ds(+ !ί) ̂ — M((r)n (y)n) . (4.74)
o y i \)

We remark that

M((r)π (y)n)=;..v/Γ!,!,Λ M((r)π (y)n)

!w)j*^!M((r)n;(y)n) . (4.75)

When we use (4.75), (4.73) and the translation invariance we find

Ny&(n"+)\

) ί ώ(l !5) yy^—r M(0, (r)n_! (α)n) .
j=2 o oαj^ + wj

(4.76)

This last expression results of the same change of variable which leads to (4.68). The
expression (4.76) vanishes when it is integrated on u and y&(x7(u) is set equal to zero
in the arguments of K. This is because (4.73) implies

ί </OOπ!ι j du ~ MίO^r),,!! ;(«)„) = 0 . (4.77)

Then, proceeding as in the proof of (4.69), we get

7 dxJ(8\x,} = 7^"] j D(*\ \ du*l(u) j
! oo ^ — ί J ! o o

(4.78)
where

and from (4.73)

dsf(s;(*)n) = 0 . (4.80)
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The equality of (4.78) with (4.65) (up to the sign) follows immediately from Lemma
4 (Appendix D).

i
Lemma 4. Let f ( s ) be a continuous function on [0, 1] such that j* dsf(s) = Q, and a a
one dimensional Brownian bridge, then °

u) dssf(79u)= ! dt ds*(s)" C(s, t ) f ( t )
0 0 0 \vs /

= jΛjdα(ί)C(ί,0/(0 (4.81)
0

This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.

Appendix A

With (2.9) and (2.10) and the notation (2.17), we have

)R2

and

ί dr ί 5αexp! )8 ώKΛ(r + ]/J8α(j)) (A.I)

m$ = _ n£ j j \ Ί J x ' *• i
0

We will show that for any functional F(<x) which is square integrable,

| 2 <oo , (A.3)
one has

lim —2" ί dr J 5α/^(α) exp —/? j ίfeKΛ(r + l/^"α(5)) — j D<xF(<x) (A.4)
R#+co 71^ L_ 0 I

Recalling (2.16), the result of Proposition 1 follows with the choices F(α) = !

for (A.I) and F(α)=^ f α(j) Λί/α for (A.2). Notice that
2 o

r (\ \2 (\ \ \ \ 1Dα α(^)Λαα ^^ ίfeCί^,^)— ίfe dtC(s.t) } = "< oo .J \ J V ' i i j V 7 ' J j / O
\0 / \0 0 0 / Z

To prove (A.4) we define for a fixed R the set

4ιtoH«l SUP
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and decompose the integral in (A. 4) as the sum of the quantities

ί Λ
"^R

ί Λ ί
/i!(r)>

dr Γ !/? J <fc Kκ(r + j//ϊ«(ί)) .
L 0 J

We show that

lim /i =

lim 72 = 0 ,
#!+00

lim 7| = 0 .
R!^ oo

(A. 5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

We consider first the limit in (A.5),

1

dr
1/2

(A.8)

which tervds to zero as K!» oo.
In the second line, we have used Schwartz inequality, while the last one results

from the estimate :

(A.9)

where 3$ is any region in 1R2 with regular boundaries (cf. [10]).
To prove (A. 6), we note that if αe^(JR(r)), one has

exp !

and thus

1/11 =

This is estimated as in (A. 8) and vanishes as R"+CO.
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We now estimate the integral 7|:

!

" dt
7?

237

(A.10)

(A.ll)
where

The first contribution to (A.ll) is majorized uniformly with respect to R by

!̂  J Λί/)α|F(α)|^^(2ε + ε2)
2π P I S r S l + ε 2π P

We split the second contribution to (A.ll) in two parts IR

" dt "
r g l + ε SR(r)

where the α integration in 7^ is restricted to the set

and in /f to the complementary set. One gets

" # "
ι + ε SR(Γ)

2M

ηι/2
ί D,\
"($) J

7?2(r!l)2

(A. 13)

where the last estimate follows again from (A.9).
In ^(SΛ(r)), we have

r<
fl#)

/?
J&.

R
•«(*) r!1

hence

2 =2
(A. 14)
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This implies with (2.4) that for —^x0,

!1)2 (r!l)2*2 ,

"

(A. 15)

Letting first R"+CC and then ε!>0, we conclude from (A. 12, A. 15) that /| vanishes.
In the hard wall case all the α!integrals are restricted to :R(r). Thus 7| does not

contribute and the α integral in (A. 10) has to be carried on the set

<1

Since by (A.14) :R(Rr)c:SR(r), the proof that IR vanishes follows from the
estimates (A. 12) and (A, 13).

Appendix B

Proof of Lemma 1. Define

M(x)= J Doc .

The Brownian bridge is equivalent to b(s)—sb(l) on [0,1] where b is the one!
dimensional Brownian motion. Therefore since

2 sup \b(s)\^ sup \b(s)"sb(s)\
O^s^l O^s^l

we have for x<0 (cf. [6, p. 268])

For x>0

sup \b(s)\> "'j ]^*"~C-2

|α(j)|"= j ("y)"M(dy)

= x"M("x)+ ,"Cx2

Proof of Lemma 2. Since 1(s) is again a Gaussian process with zero mean it is
sufficient to check that

This can be checked by considering the three cases: (i) s + ue [0, 1), t + ue [0, 1);
(ii) j + w e [1,2), f + «e[0, 1); (iii) ̂  + W E [1,2), f + we[l,2). For instance, in case (ii)

— \<u<t + u.
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Therefore
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Appendix C

When x1 is positive, we estimate each term of the sum (4.46). For k> 1, we split the
configurational integral in (4.47) over two sets

for all i6Bk, i φ 1

(C.I)

We call /{1} and /^2) the corresponding integrals. We note that in A1 :

U(x) is positive monotonuous decreasing, this implies

and thus

<1

The second inequality follows from the fact that

^.""\ since

(C.2)

(C.3)

= 0 when

sup >/~&\a(s)\<—. The last bound (C.3) is a consequence of Lemma 1.
s 4

Since A2 is contained in the union of the \Bk\ " 1 sets in which at least one of the

variables rt (ieBk, / φ l ) is larger than ^~r^~" — TT^—^, we get

SUP

J D&! sup |αϊ(s)| j Z)α j ί/r|w(r;α!o (C.4)

2w
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The functional integral which occurs in the first part of (C.4) is estimated as follows.
If we restrict the integration to the domain

^ «'!sup]//?|«ω!α'ωi^, (C.5)

we get

J DzDz1 j^ dr vP(r;α!α ') |
9x< l r l> —

(C.6)

On the complement of ΓΛ 2, we find with the help of Lemma 1 that

J

"^^2 . (C.7)

The second term of (C.4) is bounded in the same way. Finally one sees that the
bound (C.3) applies also to I^x^. When the estimates (C.3), (C.6) and (C.7) are
introduced in (4.47) and (4.46), one gets the result of the lemma for x1 > 0.

When x1 is negative, we can majorize (4.42) by

Γ 1 r~ Ί
Γ ' f 0«ιsup|αϊ(,s)|exp !jB J dsU(Xl +1& <%(*)) \

s L 0 J
(C.8)

which can be estimated as in the non!interacting case with the gaussian bound
(4.49).

Appendix D

One has

1 1 __ 1 1!M

J duu(u) J dssf(s + u) = J duoi(u) j dssf(s + u)
0 0 0 0

1 1

+ f < / w α ( w ) J dssf(s +
0 1 #14

1 1

= $du<x(u)$ds(s"u)f(s)
0 0
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Since \f(s)ds = ? and integrating the second term by parts, one finds
o

1 1 1 1 1 ii

J duo+(u) J dssf(++u) = \ dssf(s) J dua(u) — j duf(u) J dsoc(s)
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

The last equality in Lemma 4 follows from Ito's lemma.
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